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IN THE COURT OF THE SESSIONS JUDGE, UDALGURI, ASSAM 

 

Present    :  Sri A.K.Borah, 

        Sessions Judge,  

    Udalguri, Assam.  

 

Reference    : Sessions Case No.6(DU) 13.  

Complainant           :  State 

          Vs 

Accuseds     :  Manin Boro @ Manindra Boro 

  Charge : U/S 376 IPC 

Dates of hearing  : 2.2.13, 27.2.13, 14.5.13, 4.7.13, 24.7.13,     

20.8.13, 15.6.15, 23.7.15, 20.8.15. 

Date of Judgment   : 28.8.2015. 

For the State   : Mr. B.Das, Public Prosecutor. 

For the accused : Mr. M.C.Narzary, Advocate. 

J U D G M E N T 

1.  In this case accused Manin Boro @ Manindra Boro is put for trial for 

allegation of charge U/S 376 of IPC.  

2. The prosecution case, according to FIR, in brief, is that on 12.9.11 

accused taking advantage of absence of other family members of informant 

trespassed into informant’s home and forcefully committed rape on informant’s 

minor daughter Anjali Boro, who was attained only 10 years. While Anjali’s 

grand mother arrived at their home, accused fled away. Hence, this 

prosecution case.  

3. The FIR was lodged by informant Sri Purnima Boro before the O/C, 

Kalaigaon P.S. On receipt of the ejahar the O/C, Kalaigaon P.S. registered the 

case vide Kalaigaon P.S. case No. 54/11 U/S 448/506/376 IPC. After 

completion of usual investigation, the O/C, Kalaigaon P.S. sent up the case for 

trial against the accused person by filing charge-sheet U/S 448/506/376  IPC.  

4. On appeared accused before this court after hearing both parties my ld. 

predecessor in court framed charge U/S 376 IPC. Particulars of the charge is 
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read over and explained to the accused, to which he pleaded not guilty and 

claims to be tried.   

5.  To substantiate the case, prosecution examined as many as eight 

numbers of witnesses including the complainant, victim, other material 

witnesses and the ld. Magistrate, who recorded the statement of victim U/S 

164 Cr.P.C. and the I.O.  

After completion of examination of prosecution witnesses accused is 

examined U/S 313 Cr.P.C. All the allegations made against the accused and 

evidence appears against the accused put before him for his explanation where 

he denied the evidence and allegation and declined to give defence evidence.  

6. I have also heard argument put forward by ld. Counsel for both sides.   

   POINT FOR DETERMINATION   

7. The point for decision in this case is- 

 Whether accused on or about 12.9.11 at Mangalbesa committed rape upon 

Anjali Boro? 

 DECISIONS, DISCUSONS AND REASONS FOR DECISION 

8. To arrive at a judicial decision, let me appreciate the evidence on 

record. 

9.  PW1, the victim stated that at the relevant time she was at their 

maternal uncle’s home as because her father doing service at Bhootiachang 

Tea Estate. Accused is also a resident of same locality of her uncle. At the 

relevant time she alongwith her grand mother were there in the house. Her 

grand mother went out to bring some clothes. In the mean time accused 

entered into their home, slapped her, embraced her, open her pant and fell her 

down in a bed. Accused forcefully inserted his penis into her vagina. Then she 

raised alarm. As her grand mother was a deaf so perhaps she could not heard. 

But while accused committed rape her, her grand mother had seen the 

incident. Then accused leave the place of occurrence. Her grand mother 

informed the matter to her father. Then her father arrived there. Her mother 

informed the matter to police. Police took her to hospital and also sent her to 

Magistrate for recording her statement. Ext.1 is her statement made before the 

Magistrate. Ext.1(1) is her signature. 

 Though she has been exposed to long cross-examination but evidence 

as to at the relevant time accused entered into her room, slapped her, 
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embraced her, open her pant and fell her down in a bed, forcefully inserted his 

sexual organ into her vagina and her grand mother saw while accused 

committing the rape, has remained unchallenged. Rather she admitted in her 

cross-examination that the bed in which she was committed rape was made of 

wood. While accused embraced her she tried to escape from the clutches of 

accused and hold her both hands.  

10.  PW.2, Damila Boro, the grand mother of the victim, stated that since 

the childhood, her grand daughter (the victim) resides with her as her parent 

stays at Bhootiachang Tea Estate. She is somewhat deaf. The incident took 

place on or about 1 ½ years ago at about 4-430 PM. At the relevant time she 

was at the back side of her home. While she entered in their room she saw 

that accused by opening his pant committed rape on Anjali by putting off her 

underwear. On being seen  the incident she raised alarm. But none has arrived 

there. She informed the matter to her daughter. In the next day her daughter 

arrived. Then they informed the matter to police station.        

 In cross-examination, he admitted that accused quite off and on used 

to visit their home. Accused is also her relative from the side of her husband. 

She also admitted that none has come to   teach her grand daughter. Accused 

at the time of incident put a half pant and a vest on his body and the victim 

was put a frock. At first she  saw accused was sitting in the Varanda . she 

called her grand daughter but when she did not come she herself entered in 

their room.   

 Though she has been exposed to long cross-examination but evidence 

as to when she entered into her room she saw accused committing rape on her 

grand daughter by putting off her underwear, has remained unchallenged.  

11. PW.3, Purnima Boro, the mother of the victim stated that her daughter 

is resides at her mother’s home. She was informed by her sister Anju Boro that 

accused committed misdeed  to victim. She went to her home in the next day 

morning.  She took victim to P.S. and then police sent the victim to  the 

hospital. Thereafter she filed the ejahar where she put thumb impression.  

When the victim was examined at hospital she was present there. The victim 

was hospitalised for 11 days and she was given blood as she sustained injury  

on her private part.  
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 Though she has been exposed to long cross-examination but evidence 

as to on being came to know about the incident she came to her parental 

home in the next day morning  and filed an ejahar before the police station, 

police sent her daughter to hospital where she was present and the victim was 

hospitalised for 11 days  and victim was given blood for the treatment of injury 

sustained in her private part, has remained unchallenged.  

12. PW.4, Dr. Priti Rekha Saikia stated that on 20.11.10, she was serving as 

Sr. M. & H.O. at Mangaldai Civil Hospital.  On that day, she examined a victim 

in reference to Kalaigaon P.S. case No.54/11. On examination, she  found the 

following:-  

 

Physical examination:- 

 

Height- 136 cm, weight- 30 Kg, teeth- 13/13, hair- present, axillary hair- 

present, pubic hair- present, breast- well developed, hymen- absent, valve- 

slight tear in the hymen and fresh oozing of blood is seen from the tear, 

uterus- normal, vagina- normal, libia:mazora- normal, libia: minara- normal.  

 No injury mark on her private parts.  

Mental condition- good.  

Vaginal swab examination for spermatozoa:- no spermatozoa seen. 

 

RADIOLOGICAL EXAMINATION:- 

 

X-ray for age determination:- Approximate age 12 to 13 years (according to 

the expert opinion of the Radiologist, report is enclosed). 

 

Ultrasonography report:- U/S of lower abdomen  reveals normal echo feature 

of organs imaged.  

The doctor opined that no comment could be given regarding sexual 

intercourse. No injury mark on her private parts. Ext.1 is her report and 

Ext.1(1) is her signature.  

 In cross-examination the doctor admitted  that the blood oozing from 

the hymen tear is not given from menstrual and it oozing from the wall. 
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13. PW.5, Sri Kanta Ram Boro, father of the complainant  stated that the 

victim is his grand daughter. He knows the accused. The incident took place 1 

½ years ago. On the day of incident he has returned from Udalguri at about 3 

PM. In the evening time he was informed by his wife over phone that his grand 

daughter Anjali while at their home, busy in house hold activities, accused 

came to their home and committed rape on his grand daughter. In the next 

morning his grand daughter was taken to Mangaldai Civil Hospital. Due to 

injury sustained by victim she had to hospitalised. On being asked his grand 

daughter stated to him that accused grabbed her coming from back side. While 

asked victim whether she had any love with the accused she denied. At the 

relevant time his grand daughter did not attain even puberty. So the case is 

filed by his daughter Purnima. At the time of incident his grand daughter was a 

minor, student of class V standard.   

 In cross-examination he admitted that he has arrived at his home in the 

next day of the incident at about 11 AM. Till his arrival his grand daughter  has 

not sent for treatment. He was reported that the doctor of Udalguri refused to 

give treatment to the victim due to seriousness of case and advised to send 

victim to Mangaldai Civil Hospital. 

14. PW.6,Habibur Rahman stated that on  14.9.11 while he was posted as 

SI of police at Kalaigaon P.S. the then O/C has received an ejahar from 

complainant Purnima Boro. The O/C, Shekhar Biswas registered the case vide 

Kalaigaon P.S. case No. 54/11 U/S 448/506/376 IPC and initially entrusted I/C 

of Bhakatpara Police Out Post. Accordingly, ASI Jogendra Nath Barua visited 

the place of occurrence and conducted preliminary investigation. The said I.O. 

has collected the injury report of the victim and arrested the accused. In the 

mean time he was posted as O/C of Kalaigaon P.S. so he was entrusted to 

conduct remaining part of investigation. Accordingly, after perusal of the 

record he has filed charge-sheet U/S 448/506/376 IPC. Ext.3 is the charge-

sheet wherein Ext.3(1) is his signature. 

15. PW.7, Jogendra Nath Baruah  stated that on  12.9.11 while he was 

posted as ASI of police at Bhagalpur Police Out Post. On that day he was 

entrusted to investigate the case vide Kalaigaon P.S. case No. 54/11 U/S 

448/506/376 IPC. He visited the place of occurrence, recorded the statement 

of witnesses, collected the medical examination report and also arranged to 
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record statement of victim through Magistrate. After completion of preliminary 

investigation he handed over the record to O/C, Kalaigaon P.S. and 

accordingly, O/C, Kalaigaon P.S. filed charge-sheet against the accused.  

 In cross-examination he admitted that they have received the ejahar on 

14.9.11. The incident took place on 12.9.11 at about 4 PM. The place of 

occurrence is only 6/7 KM from the police station. Initially the ejahar was filed 

before the O/C, Mangaldai P.S. but since the place of occurrence is border 

area, so the Mangaldai P.S. has sent the ejahar to Kalaigaon P.S. He sent 

victim to hospital on 14.9.11 and recorded the statement of witnesses on 

26.9.11. He has not seized any clothes worn by accused at the relevant time.  

16. PW.8, Mrs. Ipsita Barthakur, the ld. Magistrate, who recorded the 

statement of witnesses stated that on 26.9.11,  while she was posted as 

Judicial Magistrate, 1st Class, Darrang, in connection with Kalaigaon P.S. case 

54/11, she has recorded  the statement of victim of the said case, D/o- 

Kamaleswasr Boro of Kalaigaon P.S. on being produced and identified by WHG 

Rupali Devi. She has examined only after testing her capacity to depose. She 

has recorded her statement in her court chamber. The victim made statement 

voluntarily. After recording her statement she has read over it and the victim 

accepted as correct and put her signature thereon.  Ext.2 is the statement of 

victim and Ext.2(2) is her signature.  

 

In her cross-examination she admitted that Ext.2 is silent as to what 

question she has put to victim to test her capacity to depose.  

 

17. PW.9, Sri Sekhar Biswas, one of the Investigating officer stated on 

14.9.11 he was posted as O/C of Kalaigaon P.S. the informant Purnima Boro 

has filed a written ejahar. In the said ejahar, the informant put thumb 

impression. Ext.4 is the said ejahar and Ext.4(1) is his signature with note of 

registration.  

18. These much is the evidence of prosecution.  

19. Defence plea is total denial. Though accused initially stated that he will 

adduce defence evidence, but subsequently he adduced no any evidence.  

20. I have heard the ld. Counsel for both sides. 
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21. Ld. counsel for accused submitted that this case was filed by 

complainant on grudge as there was a land dispute between the guardian of 

the victim and accused. As such, accused is liable to be acquitted.  

22. On the other hand ld. P.P. has submitted that this is a case being raped 

on a minor. Besides that has been ably proved by the prosecution beyond all 

shadow of doubt. Hence accused is required to be convicted.  

23. Keeping in mind the rival submissions advanced by ld respective 

counsels, I am going to dispose the case as follows.   

24. A careful perusal of whole case record including the evidence,  

it appears that complainant, Purnima Boro filed the ejahar after the two days 

of the incident. Ld. counsel for accused submitted that the FIR does not 

disclose all charge       levelled against the accused, hence cast doubt to the 

occurrence.  

25. It appears the FIR filed by complainant bears no details  

outlined of the prosecution case. It must be remembered that FIR is  

only an initiation to move the machinery to investigate into cognizable  

offence. It has been held in Baldev Singh -Vs- State of Punjab  

reported in AIR 1996 SC 372 that- 

“The FIR is not a substantive piece of evidence, it is only relevant in judging 

the veracity of prosecution case and the value to be attached to it depends on 

the facts of each case. Only the essential or broad picture need to be stated in 

the FIR and all minutes details need not be mentioned therein. It is not a 

verbatim summery of the prosecution case. It need not contain details of the 

occurrence as if it were an "Encyclopedia" of the occurrence. It may not 

be even necessary to catalogue the over acts therein. Non mentioning of 

some facts or vague reference to some others are not fatal."  

26. Here in the present case, the FIR was filed by PW 3, who is  

not such a literate person. She even not known how to put her signature. 

She lodged the FIR after two days of the incident. It is fact that the 

occurrence was such a heinous she might have been very emotional and 

in disturb the set of mind that too the incident took place at the absence 

of her husband. That apart, she herself arrived in her parental home i.e. 

the place of occurrence on the very next day. Under the aforesaid 
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circumstances it is not expected like the complainant of the case to state 

detail outlines of the case in the FIR.  

27. Another point raised by Id. counsel for accused that the  

alleged incident had taken place on or about 4 PM of 12.9.11  where as 

the FIR was filed by complainant on 14.9.11. In spite of the  

police station is situated at distance of about 6/7 km from her home.  

On that count Id. counsel for accused raised doubt to the occurrence.  

It is true that the FIR filed by complainant does not bear any  

explanation as to file it in late. 

 

28. The State- Vs- Gurmit Singh, the HOnble Apex Court stated- 

 

 “The court can not over looked the fact that  in sexual offence delay in lodging 

of the FIR can be due to variety  of reasons particularly the reluctant  of the 

prosecutrix or her family members to go to the police and complained abut the 

incident which concerns the reputation of the prosecutrix and the honour of 

her family. It is only after giving it a cool thought that a complainant  of sexual 

offence is generally lodged.” 

 

29. In the instant case, the complainant is not resides with the 

prosecutrix as she has resided with her husband at Bhootiachang T.E. On 

being come to know about the incident she arrived at her mother’s home 

in the next day of the incident. The complainant being mother of the 

minor prosecutrix and the allegation is so heinous that she would be 

conscious of the danger of being ostracized by the society or being looked 

down by the society including her own family members and relative 

member. Besides, the complainant and her daughter to face the risk of 

loosing the love and respect of her family members. That apart, father of 

the prosecutrix resides at Bhootiachang T.E., so, she might have waiting for 

her husband to come and to think about the matter. That apart, the victim was 

treated at Mangaldai Civil Hospital on 13.9.11. So, the complainant might have 

busy with her daughter at Mangaldai for giving her treatment. So, considering 

all these aspects the ejahar filed by complainant after two days of the incident 
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has sufficient logical reasons. So, there is no reason to cast any doubt for filing 

the ejahar in late.  

30. The prosecutrix, PW 1 is a minor girl of only 13 years while her 

statement was recorded in court. Her statement clearly described that at the 

relevant time she was at their maternal uncle’s home, because her father doing 

service at Bhootiachang Tea Estate. Accused is also a resident of same village 

of her uncle. At the relevant time she alongwith her grand mother were there 

in the house. Her grand mother went out to bring some clothes. In the mean 

time accused entered into their home, slapped her, embraced her, open her 

pant and fell her down in a bed. Accused entered his penis into her vagina. 

Then she raised alarm. As her grand mother was a deaf so perhaps she could 

not heard. But while accused raped her, her grand mother had seen the 

incident. Then accused leave the place of occurrence. Her grand mother 

informed the matter to her father. Then her father arrived there. Her mother 

informed the matter to police. Police took her to hospital and also sent her to 

Magistrate for recording her statement. Ext.1 is her statement made before the 

Magistrate. Ext.1(1) is her signature. The statement of victim is tallied with the 

statement made U/S 164  Cr.P.C. before the Magistrate. PW.8, the Magistrate 

who recorded the statement of victim confirmed in court that the victim made 

statement voluntarily. 

31. Here in the present case, other than victim her grand mother PW.2 has 

also seen the occurrence. Her statement reveals that the victim who is her 

grand daughter resides with her as her parents resides at Bhootiachang T.E. 

She is somewhat deaf. On the day of occurrence she was just entered into 

their room from back side at about 4/4.30 PM. By entering in the room she 

saw accused by putting off his pant committed rape on her grand daughter. 

She raised alarm but none has come as there was no other person in their 

vicinity. She informed her daughter who is the mother of the victim. In the 

next day she came and filed a case. Though she has been exposed to long 

cross-examination, but the evidence as to her presence at the place of 

occurrence and saw accused in committing rape her grand daughter, has 

remained unchallenged.  

32. Ld. counsel for accused submitted that both the eye witnesses i.e. PW.1 

and 2 are respectively the victim and her grand daughter. So, they are close 
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relatives of the informant. Hence their evidence cannot be stated trustworthy 

on the ground of interestedness and partisanness.  

33. Ld. Counsel for accuseds submitted that both the eye witnesses i.e. 

PWs. 1 and 2 are respectively the victim and her grand mother. So, their 

evidence cannot be stated trustworthy on the ground of interestness or 

partisan ness. To fortify his argument, ld. Counsel for accused cited a case law, 

Dipchan Sarkar Vs State of Tripura, reported in 2000 (2) GLT 104. I have 

thoroughly perused the aforesaid case law. The fact of the present case is 

quite different from the fact and circumstances of the case law cited by ld. 

Counsel for accused. 

 

34  Law is well settled – “ interested witnesses are not necessarily false 

witnesses though the fact that those witnesses have personal interest or stake 

in the matter must put the court on its guard, that the evidence of such 

witnesses must be subjected to close scrutiny and the court must assess the 

testimony of each important witness and indicate the reasons for accepting or 

rejecting it and that no evidence should be at once discharged simply because 

it came from interested parties.” (vide (a) Siya Ram Rai Vs State of Bihar 

(1973)3 SCC 241; (b) Sarwan Singh vs State of Panjub (1976)4 SCC 369; (c ) 

Birbal vs Kedar AIR 1977 SC 1; (d) Gopal Singh vs State of U.P. AIR 1979 SC 

1822; (e) Hari Obdulla Reddy vs State of Andhra Pradesh (1981) 3 SCC675 and 

(f) Anvvaruddin vs Shakoor JT (1990)2 SC 83).  

35.  PW.1 is the victim herself and the PW.2 is the grand mother of the 

victim. Though both the witnesses were exposed to long cross-examination, 

but their presence at the place of occurrence cannot be doubted. Firstly, PW.1 

herself victimize in the present case. Secondly, they have not been cross-

examined or even suggestion has been made why they implicated the accused 

person falsely. There is no any evidence that they had any enmity  with the 

accused person to implicate him falsely in such a heinous crime. That apart, 

there is no any evidence and not a suggestion has been made to them that 

accused has love affairs  with the victim and at the invitation of the victim 

accused committed such a heinous act. Assuming even if there is some 

unknown enmity in between the informant and accused, it is absurd to think 

that mother of a minor prosecutrix would falsely involve her daughter in such a 
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hatred act. So, considering the previous statement made by these two 

witnesses and the surrounding circumstances, their evidence cannot be thrown 

over broad simply on the ground that their evidences come from interested 

parties.  

36. In the present case, prosecutrix was about 13 years on the day of 

giving evidence. On being satisfied my ld. predecessor in court recorded her 

statement. The prosecutrix stated before the court that while she was at her 

room and her grand mother went out to bring some clothes, accused entered 

into their home, slapped her, embraced her, open her pant, fell her down in a 

bed and inserted his penis into her private part. Though she raised alarm to 

save her but her grand mother did not come as she was a deaf. After some 

times her grand mother entered into the room and saw the incident. On arrival 

of her mother she narrated whole story to her mother PW.3. After medical 

examination  of the victim in the next day, PW.3, the mother of the victim filed 

the ejahar before the police station. The statement of the prosecutrix is 

corroborated with the statement recorded U/S 164 Cr.P.C. Ld. Magistrate, who 

recorded the statement of victim confirmed that victim made statement 

voluntarily. The evidence as to committing rape on prosecutrix at the relevant 

time is tallied by other eye witness PW.2. There is nothing to disbelieve upon 

the statement of prosecutrix.  

37. In the instant case the incident was witnessed by the grand mother of 

the victim while grand mother of the victim just entered into the room she saw 

accused by opening his pant committed rape on her grand daughter. It is in 

the evidence that on arrival of mother of the victim, victim described the whole 

story to her mother. There is nothing to disbelieve  upon the statement of 

PW.1 and 2.  

38. Ld. counsel for accused vehemently argued that the case  

is concocted one as there is no spermatozoa found in the private parts of 

the victim. Ld. counsel for accused again submitted that the case was filed 

due to land dispute in between informant and accused.  

39. In this connection, I may mentioned a case law i.e. State  

of H.P. -Vs- Gian Chand, reported in AIR 2001 SC 2075 where the  

Honb'le Apex Court held that- 
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“The discovery of spermatozoa in the private part of the victim is not a 

must to establish penetration. There are several factors which may 

negative the presence of spermatozoa.  

40.  In the instant case, it appears neither prosecutrix nor the  

informant has been cross examined on any bitter enmity in between  the 

informant and accused. Even if there be any bitter enmity in between 

informant and accused, it is absurd to think that the mother of a minor 

prosecutrix would falsely involve his daughter in such a heinous case of 

rape by the accused. So, in the present case merely because no 

spermatozoa found in the private parts and case was filed on bitter enmity 

cannot be a ground to reject the prosecution story.  

 

41. The incident took place inside the house of informant’s parent. There  is 

no evidence that  other than victim and her grand mother no one is there in 

the house where the incident took place. So, it is futile to expect any 

independent  outsider  as witness in the present case. But, whether with the 

aforesaid evidence accused can be convicted U/S 376 IPC? 

42. The prosecutrix  evidence clearly establishes  the fact that the accused 

entered into their home, slapped her, forcibly  open her pant, lain her down in 

a bed, forcefully penetrates his penis in to her vagina. Though prosecutrix 

raised alarm but none has come. But while her grand mother (PW.2) entered 

into the room she witnessed the incident.  PW.2 has supported the evidence of 

prosecutrix. There is nothing to disbelieve upon their evidence. If an accused 

strips a minor girl naked and then making her flat on the bed undress himself 

and then forcibly penetrates his erected penis into vagina of minor girl 

definitely he committed the offence of rape. 

43. It is well settled by a catena of decision of the Supreme Court that 

there is no rule of law or practice that the evidence of the prosecutrix cannot 

be relied upon without corroboration and as such it has been laid down that 

corroboration is not a sine-quona for a conviction in a rape. If the evidence of 

victim does not suffer from any infirmity and the probability factor does not 

render it unworthy of credence as a general rule  there is no rule from insist of 

corroboration except from medical evidence where having regard to the 
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circumstances of the case medical evidence can be accepted  to be 

forthcoming.  

44. Here in the present case, the victim stated clearly how she was 

committed rape by the accused and that has been witnessed by her grand 

mother while her grand mother entered into their room at the relevant time.  

45. Here in the present case PW.4, Dr. Pritirekha Saikia , who was then on 

duty stated that on 20.11.10, she was serving as Sr. M. & H.O. at Mangaldai 

Civil Hospital.  On that day, she examined the Anjali Boro in reference to 

Kalaigaon P.S. case No.54/11. On examination, she  found the following:-  

 

Physical examination:- 

 

Height- 136 cm, weight- 30 Kg, teeth- 13/13, hair- present, axillary hair- 

present, pubic hair- present, breast- well developed, hymen- absent, valve- 

slight tear in the hymen and fresh oozing of blood is seen from the tear, 

uterus- normal, vagina- normal, libia:mazora- normal, libia: minara- normal.  

 No injury mark on her private parts.  

Mental condition- good.  

Vaginal swab examination for spermatozoa:- no spermatozoa seen. 

 

RADIOLOGICAL EXAMINATION:- 

 

X-ray for age determination:- Approximate age 12 to 13 years (according to 

the expert opinion of the Radiologist, report is enclosed). 

 

Ultrasonography report:- U/S of lower abdomen  reveals normal echo feature 

of organs imaged.  

The doctor opined that no comment could be given regarding sexual 

intercourse. No injury mark on her private parts.  

46. Admitting the tear of hymen of victim doctor admitted that slight tear in 

the hymen and fresh oozing of blood is seen from the tear. There is nothing to 

disbelieve  the statement of doctor firstly, no suggestion is given in the cross-

examination as to other cause for hymen tear. Secondly, why the girl or her 

mother  implicate the accused charging him with rape, if the injury was caused 
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by any other reason. There is nothing  to gather such an inference or not even 

a suggestion to be found in record. Besides that, the complainant PW.2 stated 

that her daughter has been hospitalised for 11 days and even she had to given 

blood due to injury sustained in her private part.  

47. But doctor’s report is clear that slight tear in the hymen and fresh 

oozing of blood is seen from the tears. In cross-examination the doctor 

admitted that “blood oozing from the hymen tear is not given from menstrual 

and it oozing from the wall”. The doctor admitted that such type of hymen 

tears may be occurred due to falling on a hard substance. But the defence has 

failed to cross-examine the victim as to any such falling  on hard substance. 

So, the defence of hymen tears of victim due to fallen on hard substance is not 

made out.  

48. It appears among the five opinions of doctor, last opinion is that “ No 

comment can be given regarding sexual intercourse”. The incident took place 

on 12.9.11 and the doctor examine the victim on 13.9.11. Any way PW.4, the 

doctor no way stated about  the evidence of sexual intercourse of victim. 

Merely because the doctor did not comment abut any sexual intercourse of 

victim cannot be discarded the convincing, reliable evidence of prosecutrix 

since her evidence is fully supported  by eye witness of her grand mother and 

other circumstances. 

49. In the fact and circumstances of the present case, the offence of an 

attempt to commit rape by accused has been clearly established beyond all 

shadow of doubt. Hence accused is held guilty for offence of attempt to 

commit rape. As such he is convicted U/S 376/511 of the IPC.  

 

 

50. Accused person is heard on the point of sentence, where he praying for 

leniency on the ground that he is sole bread earner of his family. 

51. Coming to the present case, it appears the accused has attempted to 

commit rape to a minor girl aged 10 years. So, no leniency is deserved.  

52.  Having regards to the commission of crime, I sentence the accused 

with Rigorous Imprisonment for the period of 3 (three) years 6 (six) months 

and a fine of Rs.5,000/- (Rupees five thousand) i/d R.I. for 3(three) months for 

the offence U/S 376/511 IPC.  
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53. The accused is put to prison to serve the sentence. 

54. The period of detention of the accused person during investigation, 

enquiry or trial, if any, be set off against the substantive sentence of 

imprisonment U/S 428 Cr.P.C.  

55. Let a free copy of judgment and order be served to the accused.  

56. Let another copy of judgment and order be sent to the ld. District 

Magistrate, Udalguri, under the provision of section 365 Cr.P.C. 

57. Let the GR case No.928/12 be sent to the ld. committal court alongwith 

a copy of judgment.  

58. Given under my hand and seal of this court on this the 28th    day of 

August,2015 at Udalguri Court. 

 

  (A.K.Borah)                                                                                                                                  

Sessions Judge, 

Udalguri, BTAD. 

Dictated and corrected by me 

and each page bears by signature. 

 

    (A.K.Borah)                                                                                                                                   

Sessions Judge, 

         Udalguri, BTAD. 

 

A P P E N D I X 

Sessions 6 (DU)13 

A. Witnesses for the prosecution:- 

1. P.W. 1- Anjali Boro 

2. P.W. 2 – Damila Boro 

3. P.W. 3- Purnima Boro 

4. P.W. 4- Dr. Pritirekha Saikia 

5. P.W. 5- Kanta Ram Boro 

6. P.W. 6- Habibur Rahman 

7. P.W. 7- Jogendra Nath Baruah 

8. P.W. 8- Mrs. Ipsita Barthakur 

9. P.W. 9- Sekhar Biswas 
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B. Witnesses for the defence: --  

 

 None 

 

C. Exhibits for the prosecution:- 

1. Ext.1  U/S 164 Statement of victim. 

2. Ext.2 Medical report. 

3. Ext.3 Charge-sheet. 

4. Ext.4  FIR. 

D. Mat. Exhibits: None. 

 

                    (A.K.Borah)                                                                                                                                  

                   Sessions Judge, 

Udalguri, BTAD. 

Dictated and corrected by me 

and each page bears by signature. 

 

 

 (A.K.Borah)                                                                                                                                  

Sessions Judge, 

Udalguri, BTAD. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


